
25 FACTS
ABOUT RUMEX

RUMEX International Company was established by an ophthalmic 
surgeon in Miami in 1994, 25 years ago.

Reusable instruments for ophthalmic surgery were the first product of 
RUMEX and have been our main product since the start of business.

RUMEX quality is supported by a multitude of FDA, CE, ISO-13485, 
and other certificates.

Doctors in more than 100 countries on all continents are using RUMEX 
instruments.

The goal of RUMEX instruments is to give doctors “a more affordable 
but better quality alternative for expensive brands”. RUMEX 
instruments are usually around 25% less expensive than A-brands. 
RUMEX slogan “AFFORDABLE INNOVATIONS” means that RUMEX 
offers innovative products at more affordable prices than A-brands.

RUMEX major specialization is development and manufacturing of 
reusable instruments for ophthalmic surgery.

Titanium alloy used in most RUMEX instruments was developed for 
aerospace applications such as Tupolev-160 Blackjack supersonic 
strategic bomber. It meets or exceeds most of the OR grade steel 
requirements except hardness; insufficient hardness of titanium is the 
reason why RUMEX makes scissors and working parts of many 
instruments of steel.

RUMEX created its blue color for titanium instruments after several 
years of experiments ensuring fingerprint resistance and reduced 
glare.

Each RUMEX reusable instrument is subject to multiple tests during 
manufacturing. In recent comprehensive comparative tests, RUMEX 
instruments have proven their quality of workmanship and 
performance  at the level of A-brands if not better.

RUMEX produces customized instruments on surgeons’ requests. 
Lately RUMEX has produced more than 20 instruments in 
collaboration with world famous ophthalmologists.

RUMEX likes to develop “smart tools”, i.e. instruments assisting a 
doctor during surgery. More than 25 RUMEX instruments have a 
measurement scale on branches or blade. Gravity system of markers 
automatically controls positioning of marking blades. Forceps with a 
limiter frees a surgeon from monitoring the opening of branches 
during a surgery to avoid hyperextension of the incision.

RUMEX disposable (!) instruments perform in torture tests better than 
“reusable” instruments of C-brands.

Microinvasive instruments made by RUMEX on OEM basis are sold at 
$1500 by one of the own brand labelers.

The most popular RUMEX instrument is the universal handle 12-003T 
for vitreoretinal and microinvasive tips.

Annually RUMEX presents up to two dozen new instruments to our 
customers.

A model of RUMEX forceps modified by a group of Japanese doctors 
allows a surgeon to perform all manipulations with membranes 
(ILM/ERM) during vitreoretinal surgeries.

RUMEX.EU webstore has an advanced product search engine. You 
can find a RUMEX analogue for major A-brands online using cross 
reference and searching with only a part of item # or name.

First RUMEX online store started working in the USA in 2009 being 
one of the first online stores in the industry.

RUMEX.EU online store ships Europe orders directly from its 
warehouse in Riga, Latvia.

Items with status "Out of stock" can be ordered from other 
warehouse through Customer Service Department.

RUMEX provides its customers a lifetime warranty for reusable 
instruments if it is apparent as a manufacturer defect.

RUMEX makes most of the shipments to our clients from its 
warehouse in Florida, USA.

RUMEX has been participating in ASCRS, ESCRS, AAO, WOC, PAAO, 
APAO, PAO…; totally around a dozen exhibitions and congresses all 
over the world annually since 1995. RUMEX booths are annually 
visited by more than 10 000 doctors.

We at RUMEX are always happy to get feedback from customers in 
any form. The most surprising feedback was expressed by an 
Indonesian patient who had undergone cataract surgery some time 
ago. He visited INASCRS 2019 (a national ophthalmic congress) just to 
meet a RUMEX representative and tell us that after an AquaFree 
Yellow Aspheric Hydrophobic IOL implantation, his vision had become 
perfect and he was absolutely happy!




